
SIMPLIFY AND RAPIDLY RAMP UP YOUR VACCINE AND TESTING EFFORTS WITH BLOCKIT. 

HELPING MAKE HEALTHCARE HAPPEN
BLOCKIT’s comprehensive COVID-19 solution, powered by it’s market-leading digital care coordination 
platform, is equipping healthcare providers with the knowledge and technology to simplify testing and 
vaccination scheduling and administration at scale. With the patient at the center of the experience, the 
comprehensive easy to use platform is combined with the knowledge of working with over 350 organizations 
on vaccine management specifically. The experience is customized to your workflow, can be integrated with 
your EMR/PMS and in line with blockit’s KLAS A+ reputation for service - white-glove support - to deploy the 
optimum solution for your organization.

 
 

COVID19 OPERATIONS PLATFORM
An all-in-one platform to streamline COVID-19 operations for testing and vaccination management. 
Simplify the patient experience and significantly reduce the workload for staff and call centers.

MANAGE COVID-19 OPERATIONS AT SCALE, FROM 1 PLATFORM.

POWER OUTREACH
Enable with Digital Scheduling.

SCREENING & CONSENT
Customized to your needs.

SCHEDULING + WAITLIST
Schedule in two-clicks or join Waitlist.

Automate second dose.

APPOINTMENT
NOTIFICATIONS & REMINDERS

Multi-channel engagement, including chat.

Address the technology scaling required for surge volumes that 
come with mass digital scheduling.

Learn from other organizations. Blockit is working with 350+ 
organizations on vaccine management, and are able to share
best practices.

Digitally enable and automate testing and vaccination workflows to 
significantly reduce staff workload and inbound calls.

Engage patients via multi-channel: email, text, chat, to reduce 
no-shows and increase engagement.

Simplify data reporting requirements.

Shape screening and intake to your specific patient population.

Leverage existing EMR investments and power vaccine/testing 
workflows with real-time syncing with EMR/PMS for patient 
demographics and scheduling. 

Longer-term, extend the platform for the ongoing patient access 
needs in consumer scheduling, integrated referral management, 
and call center. 

WE WILL HELP YOU:

FULLY CONFIGURABLE
Shape to your needs

HIPAA SECURE
A fully sucure environment

ADVANCED INTEGRATION
Optionally integrate into your

EMR/PMS with ease

EXCEPTIONAL SUPPORT
Patients and staff notified

with key information

RAPID GO-LIVE
Leverage our white glove

service to be up in 24 hours

VACCINE DATA
& REPORTING

Gather & report on CDC IIS data in one place.


